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Introduction: Overview
• Work typically is distributed among 

multiple agents
• Agents are spatially separated
• Future Urban Air Mobility(UAM) is an 

example
• Pilots control more than one drone
• While coordinating with other pilots
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Introduction: Behavioral Adaptation
• Agents switch to less cognitively demanding strategies as task demands 

increase. (Sperandio (1978))
• How does this adaptation take place?

• Hollnagel 1993 describes how action selection is context dependent
• Contextual Control Model (CoCoM) is a dynamic model of cognition
• CoCoM relates these contextual factors with action selection

• CoCoM was applied to analyze and design decision support systems for 
airline scheduling tasks (Feigh (2008))
• How individuals adapt their strategies to temporal demands
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Introduction: Team Adaptation
• Each agent has an independent strategy
• Teams adapt both, the team and individual strategy by coordination

• Teams switch to implicit modes of communication to reduce coordination cost (Entin and 
Serfaty (1999))

• Adaptation in teams requires additional work to coordinate individual strategies
• Cost of team cognition (MacMillan, Entin, Serfaty (2004))
• Cost of coordination (Maguire(2020))
• Teamwork (Feigh and Pritchett (2014))

• This adaptation is not well understood

• Understanding this adaptation will help us understand teaming 
intelligence
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Introduction: Team Strategy Selection
• How to characterize the strategy selection?

• CoCoM is used to characterize the strategy based on contextual factors

• Contextual Control Model
• Contextul factors effect action selection
• Describes person control along a continuum between little to a high degree of control
• Each point on the continuum captures a different way of selecting actions
• There are 4 points on this continuum that stand out called Contextual Control Modes (CCM)

• Strategic Control Mode (High level of control)
• Tactical Control Mode
• Opportunistic Control Mode
• Scrambled Control Mode (Low level of control)
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• Validity of CCM in classifying  
collective team strategy

• Effect of temporal demands on 
collective team strategy 

• Effect of individual strategies on 
collective team strategy

Experiment Objectives
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• Multiplayer game of block retrieval
• Block Distributed into 9 rooms
• Retrieve 9 blocks of a specific color in the 

given order
• Players must retrieve alternate blocks

• Spatially separated teams
• Total 26 participants split into 13 

teams

Experiment Procedure -
Description
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Experiment Procedure – BW4T
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Experiment Procedure - Rounds
• 4 Rounds

• Similar block sequence and orders (Scenario)
• Changing temporal demands each round

• Latin square distribution to balance crossover effects

Round Scenario Number Time Constraints

1 2 (Color clone of 1) 6 minutes
2 3 (Mirror image of 1) 4 minutes 30 seconds

3 4 (Color clone of 3) 3 minutes 45 seconds

4 1 3 minutes 15 seconds
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• Questionnaires at the end of each 
round

• Self-reporting CCM’s on a scale
• 8 contextual questions inspired from 

Feigh,2012
• Answers to contextual questions used 

to determine calculated CCM

Experiment Procedure -
Questionnaire

Contextual 
Control Mode Action selection based on

Strategic Control Several goals, extended event 
horizon, optimally solved

Tactical Control Limited goals, normal event 
horizon, normally solved 

Opportunistic 
Control

One goal, narrow event horizon, 
solved without considering 
overall goal

Scrambled 
Control

One goal, zero event horizon, 
possibly solved, possibly not 



Results: 
Median CCM’s
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Median values of 
Calculated and individual 
CCM for each round



Results: Direct 
measures
Box plots temporal 
demands vs CCM’s 
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Results: Indirect 
measures
Box plots of temporal 
demands vs mouse Clicks 
and number of messages 
sent 
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Conclusion
• Teams adapted their strategies to maintain performance
• Evidence that team CCM exists
• No correlation between individual and team CCM needs further analysis
• System design should support coordination in multiple modes
• Strategy shift in response to demands is a part of ‘teaming intelligence’
• Future AI-enabled or robotic agents design should consider strategy shift 
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Thank you! Questions?


